TESTON CLUB COMMITTEE MEETING
st

Minutes of the meeting held in the club on Wed 1 October 2003
PRESENT: K.Ivey(Chairman), B. Playford (Sec) R.Thornton, J. Wood, A.
Hickman D. Newick
-

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE:- T. Pilbeam, R. Harker, T. Smith

ADOPTION OF PREVIOUS MINUTES:The previous minutes were accepted and duly signed as a true
record.
ANY MATTERS ARISING:The new back door leading to the car park is now in situ and looks
very good. The bar is now separately alarmed, the doors being on a
secondary alarm. The outside decorations have now been
completed and paid for. The necessary forms for the felling of the
two cherry trees are being completed for submission to the Council.
CORRESPONDENCE:A suggestion was received regarding the possibility of having a lotto
machine in the club, the committee thought this a good idea in
principle and Rod will investigate this. The request for bar stools in
the lounge was discussed. The committee will not agree to this as it
was felt there is not enough space at the bar and there is more than
adequate seating in this particular area. If on a quiet night, one
person wished to sit at the lounge bar on a stool, we felt sure that
Willie wouldn’t object to a stool being moved from the Games room,
providing it was returned by the person when he left. A note was
received referring to the jugs for beer, as mentioned in our August
minutes the jugs are available, one just has to ask the person behind
the bar. Hopefully these can be displayed on the bar somewhere so
that they are more obvious to customers. Regarding the suggestion
for some different lagers. Unfortunately our suppliers do not offer a
vast variety of lagers and alternatives are just not cost effective.
However the bar committee continue to review the situation and bear
these suggestions in mind. With regard to the note on children, we

wish to point out that letters have been sent to the people concerned
who know the committee's decision and there is a print out displayed
in both bars regarding the appropriate behaviour.

FINANCE:Nothing to report - Treasurer indisposed.
.
NEW MEMBERS:None
BAR COMM ITTEE:Nothing to report.
HOUSE COMMITTEE:Rod's estimate of £140 plus VAT was accepted for the pipe work for
the proposed new water main and it was unanimously agreed that
work should commence as soon as possible with a workforce of
volunteers to do the digging. Rod has also acquired the Christmas
lights for the outside of the club and has a volunteer to help him put
them up.
ENTERTAINMENTS:Firstly we need to thank the people responsible for the food at the
penultimate function, David Dean, who stood in when our usual
ladies could not help. The quiz night was successful, well attended
and a very enjoyable evening, The raffle was also well supported
and it was also noted that the children were well behaved. Thanks
to the ladies for the lovely food supplied as always. All in all, a good
evening.
th

The next function is Tony Lee, singer, on 18 October
CLUB GAMES:Nothing to report.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS:We have the opportunity to obtain a computer for approximately £60
and it was agreed that this would probably be taken on board, but
would be investigated further and subsequently reported upon.
There being no other business the meeting closed at 8.40 pm

K. Ivey Chairman.

